Both my healing mentors, Colin Bloy and
Barney Camfield, said to heal ourselves and
the world all we needed to do was to love. Pure
and simple.

June 2018
Editorial
Happy Solstice

But we humans always have to make it more
complicated than that, and it really isn’t.
When I talk about love it is not the sentimental
kind, the kind that wants something in return.
I mean Pure Love which is unconditional.

The wheel turns again, as we cross another
Solstice.
A shift or change is in the air. I am writing the
Editorial in May.

Yes, I know it is difficult to give Pure Love to
everyone, even those we hate. Both Barney and
Colin would say that you love the spiritual
essence of that person, and not their
personality, which seems to make it easier.
They too are here to learn a lesson, or play a
role that enables others to learn.

In the UK we have just witnessed the marriage
of Prince Harry and Meghan Markle, now the
Duke and Duchess of Sussex. It was obvious
that these two are very much in love.
So many of the old rules and traditions were
broken at the wedding, heralding the winds of
change, and bringing excitement into the air.

Fountain uses Pure Love energy to heal local
communities. Working like rain on a parched
soil. Water will gather together to make a
puddle, right up to an ocean that encompasses
the earth. That ocean starts with a single drop,
and each drop is special in creating a whole,
each donation is required, and is never wasted
energy.

The Rev’d Michael Curry, portrayed the
potential incoming energy so well. Even if he
did overrun, he was caught up in the passion
of his subject.
Also, it was the first anniversary of the
bombing in Manchester, UK, in May.
Terrorism has brought the city together in
communion, rather than in a state of abject
fear. It has provided the opposite effect to the
one that was required by the terrorist.

So where do we go from here, to bring in this
energy of Pure Love, which is sorely needed in
the world. Firstly, I think that we need to start
with self. Love and be kind to yourself, allow
your light to shine. Be kind to others, be it a
smile, a helping hand or caring about another.

Having recently been to Liverpool. I am
reminded of the Beatles song, “All you need is
love,” and indeed this is true.
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Such small things can bring such happiness to
others and ourselves.
Be loving and caring in our own communities.
Endeavour to make things better, including the
use of the “Fountain Concept.” Join in with our
daily global link in.
It’s time to change, and embrace this love
energy. Our old ways no longer work, and are
bringing us to the brink. Let’s be sensible here,
and do the right thing.
Pure Love

All contributions to the magazine are
the copyright of the authors, artists and
photographers, and Fountain
International Magazine. Unauthorized
use and/or duplication of any material
of the magazine without express and
written permission from its author and
owner is strictly prohibited. Excerpts
may be used, provided that full and
clear credit is given to the author and
fountaininternationalmagazine.com
with appropriate and specific
direction to the original content.

Suzanne

Deadline for the next issue
1st September 2018
Next Issue Out 21st
September 2018
All original submissions of the submitter
welcome, within the general remit of the
magazine. If in doubt ask the Editor.

The views given in the magazine are not
necessarily those of Fountain
International or Fountain International
Magazine.

suzannemthomas48@gmail.com

Donations are very welcome, through
the website, to enable the running costs
of the website and magazine, and the
promotion of the “Fountain Concept.”

With regard to articles, we are looking for
1,500 words max, with illustrations or photo’s.
Be a part of this special magazine, don’t hide
your light. There is no better time than NOW!

www.fountaininternationalmagazine.com

Writing articles, not your thing? As you can tell
by past magazines, we are happy to receive
input from those of you of a more artistic,
creative nature, ie poems, inspired writing,
short stories, artwork, photographs, etc. The
sky’s the limit.
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on the intention that it is stored there until
7am the next day, when it will be sent out with
the rest of the Pure Love energy into the world
and to encompass all.

Check out our Facebook
Page.
Like us.

Everyone can make a difference, don’t let
anyone else including yourself, tell you
different.

A thought is all it takes.
Tongo, an off shoot of Fountain International
also sends out energies once a month on
the27th of each month at 7pm. For more
information about Tongo go to their website.

The gaps may be long between issues of the
magazine, but here’s an opportunity to interact
with those of a similar interest, and build a
strong network between peoples and groups.
www.facebook.com/FountainInternational

www.tongo.org.uk
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love to a very great extent, rather than
externalise and internalise it. We look ‘out
there’ all the time for someone else to make us
happy, rather than ‘looking within’ for our
happiness.

The Number One Relationship
By Michael Roads

One of the things I teach is that we cannot love
another person if we do not love ourselves.
Quite often, this is not well received. Surely it
is much easier if I love another person who is
good, kind and beautiful, and in this way I
might also be loved . . . by them. And if they
love me, then maybe I can also learn to love
myself. Sorry, it does not work like this. So
many people are creating a relationship with
life that is becoming ever more external, ever
more demanding, ever more ﬁlled with
expectations and wants for somebody else, or
other people, to fulﬁl for us.
One thing that nobody can avoid is being in a
relationship.

In my generation we fell in love and got
married . . . that was the usual way of it. People
now days just want a relationship. When I ask
people who are struggling in a relationship,
“Do you love him/her?” they look rather
thoughtful, often followed by a long silence.
They do not like to say, “I don’t know,” or “no,
not really,” but it is often so obvious. Yet so
great is this ‘want’ in people that they would
rather be in a dysfunctional relationship than
in none at all. This is sad.

Okay, you may be thinking, I am not in a
relationship right now. But you are. You are in
a relationship with yourself! We all are, yet in
some strange manner, it seems to be the
overlooked relationship. Everybody wants to
be in a loving relationship - hence the thriving
romance industry - but very few accept that a
relationship with yourself actually qualiﬁes as
a real and meaningful relationship. Few people
actually realise that your relationship with
yourself is the key factor in all your other
relationships, your spouse, your partner, your
children, all your family and many friends.
Every one of these relationships will develop
along the lines of your relationship with
yourself.

This is where the relationship desperation
comes creeping in. We assume that this is the
only means by which we can ﬁnd love. Wrong.
Self-loving self-works brilliantly. Self being
open and caring toward ‘all’ other people
works brilliantly. Self-loving your own
company works brilliantly. If you are kind and
loving in your relationship with yourself, you
will naturally extend this toward other people.
If you are critical and angry with yourself, you
will also extend this toward other people. How
can we be happy with another person and all
their complexes if we are unable to be happy
with self and all our own complexes.

Many people invest a lot of money in the
romance industry. There are images involved.
People believe that you are seen as more
successful if you are happily involved with
someone. As a spiritual teacher, I listen to
more people who crave a meaningful
relationship than any other single issue. We
invest our happiness in other people. We no
longer seem able to be happily involved with
ourselves, it has to be with some other person.
I have people telling me that their greatest fear
is spending their adult life alone . . . not in a
relationship.

Now to be provocative . . . I love myself. I am
very happy with my own company. I am never
unkind to me, nor do I criticise or judge
myself. I am who I am, and I love being me.
Okay, I can truthfully say exactly the same we
can live happily about Carolyn. So what does
this mean? It means that together, neither one
trying or needing to make the other happy, or
attempting to compensate for their mood, or
swallowing unpleasant remarks, or feeling
criticised for words that were spoken in haste .

As a happily married man I fully relate to this.
I feel for them. I love being married to Carolyn,
the woman I love. This is the purpose and
meaning of relationships, being with the
person we love. We externalise our ability to
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. . and on and on. We honour each other by
also honouring self.

The 432 Frequency
By Jill Mattson

Our ‘relationship’ is based in love. It is not
based in wants or expectations. The ﬁrst
disaster in any relationship is around ‘wants
and expectations’. Be content with ‘have’
particularly regarding your partner. We expect
our loved ones to be there for us, and usually
they are, but if they are not . . . okay, not good!
Couples have incredibly unrealistic
expectations in each other, and invariably get
disappointed. If you suffer from
disappointment with yourself - and this is so
common - how can you honestly expect to fully
satisﬁed with your spouse? If we learn to
create a high quality relationship with
ourselves ﬁrst, so, in turn, we may take these
assets into a high quality relationship with
another person.

Throughout the ages, mankind has tuned
music to a variety of frequencies, getting extra
doses of tuning notes that massaged the sacral,
solar plexus and heart chakras. Each tuning
note helped mankind evolve.

What I am saying in this article is very simple;
when you have a happy and fulﬁlling
relationship with yourself which is based in
self-love, you can have the same wonderful
relationship with another person.

Of all of the chakras, the heart is the most
powerful. Over eons, the other chakras were
“shut down”, to a greater degree, as people
became dense and individualized...seemingly
separate from everything else, (according to
esoteric sources). The heart still connects us to
our Higher Self, other realms and opens
emotions such as compassion, forgiveness and
love. When we are calm, this chakra pierces
and connects to higher dimensional
information.

You are in a relationship with yourself forever.
Obviously, the most beneﬁcial relationship you
will ever have is when you are fully loving
yourself. I consider this to be an important
precursor for all other happy and fulﬁlling
relationships.
www.michaelroads.com

The frequency of 432 hertz (Hz) massages
the heart chakra with a warm and calming
tone. The tuning and the calmness it creates
opens the intuition.
This frequency lightens the aura, adjusts
emotional states, while inducing a calming and
centering impact. The best testimony of
why anyone should seek out these
frequency is simple to listen and relax
into this heart centering tone.
The 432 tone is not readily available... it
cannot be heard on our pianos, as this
frequency is in-between our smallest interval
of musical notes. An instrument, such as a
tuning fork, is required to hear this beneficial
frequency. 432 Hz has a relaxing and deeply
centering impact on the body. The 432 Hz
tuning fork creates natural harmonics to

Let’s be friends.
Make me smile.
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fork held above the head clears energy
pathways, allowing finer and greater amounts
of High Energy to enter the crown chakra. It is
like “cleansing the information and energy
coming into the body and distributing to
throughout all energy fields of a person”. A
deep healing occurs once the fork is struck and
the base of it is placed on the heart chakra and
slowly moved all the way up to the base of the
throat.

resonate with the mind and body, allowing for
a deeper and more nourishing experience.
Think to the song, Stairway to Heaven, which
is written to include this frequency. The song
stands apart from others and creates a deep
calming experience.
The world has accepted 440 Hz as the
standard frequency for the musical note A, and
not 432 Hz. (There can be hundreds of tiny
variations in the speed of sound, in-between
out smallest musical intervals.) The difference
between A=440 Hz and A=432 Hz is only 8
hertz; it sounds slightly lower. However,
music lovers claim that music tuned in A=432
Hz is more harmonious and induces an
experience that is felt inside the body,
especially at the spine and heart. Music tuned
to A=440 Hz offers an outward and mental
experience, and is felt on the side of the head
and then projects outwards.

According to Egyptologists, archaic Egyptian
instruments were usually tuned to A=432 Hz.
They placed great importance on hearing this
frequency. Further, the 432 number is used in
the design and construction of sacred places,
such as the Great Pyramid of Egypt. Special
number energy was incorporated into
sacred spaces to create powerful and
transformative experiences for people in the
temples.
According to Ananda Bosman, international
researcher and musician, ancient Greeks tuned
their instruments predominantly to 432Hz as
well. Orpheus, the Greek god of music, used
music incorporating 432 hertz for
“transformation and harmonizing with
nature.”.

Each frequency creates sympathetic resonance
with thoughts, emotions and items in our
physical bodies and worlds. Therefore, the
frequencies used in our musical scales
unconsciously dictate precise experiences
for listeners. How much we receive of each
frequency impacts us much more than we are
consciously aware of. For example, the 440 Hz
frequency create outward activity. (Every
frequency serves a purpose.) The A=440 is like
“aural caffeine”. This frequency produces an
industrial spirit in people. Countries in the
world become more industrious (literally)
while listening to a musical scale with A = 440.
Those countries who used ancient scales
(accessing calming frequencies), like India,
advanced in spiritual and meditative practices
in contrast. With the Internet, India now has a
huge diet of aural caffeine via Western music
and A = 440 scales, while her industrial
capacities have simultaneously expanded.

Why did many Ancient Masters value
the frequency 432?

Rudolph Steiner, a famous mystic, declared
“Music based on C=128 Hz the (C note in a
scale in which A=432Hz) will support
humanity on its way towards spiritual
freedom. The inner ear of the human being is
built on C=128 Hz”. The 432 frequency is a
serious awakening tool for the spiritual
aspirant.

In much of the ancient world, “Magical”
sounds were numbers that resonated
(exchanged energy) with frequency patterns
found on Mother Earth and in the Heavens. A
432 frequency resonates and shares energy
with anything close by that is also 432 Hz.
Resonance or energy-exchange, also occurs to
lessor degrees with harmonious musical
intervals and harmonics (an after ripple
pattern of sound). Musical intervals and
harmonics are mathematical, and the “chain of
resonance” can be figured out for any
frequency.

Many energy healers use the 432 frequency for
precise benefits. Meditating with 432 Hz music
can be an extremely powerful and effortless
way to reach a deep cleansing experience
within your consciousness. Using a 432 tuning
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this frequency. There are free software apps
available, that digitally lower your music so
that A = 432. This is the easiest way to listen to
a diet of this frequency.

The Schuman Frequency is a healing frequency
that mankind has grown accustomed to
throughout millennia. This frequency is
usually 7.96 to 8 Hz. In fact, it has been played
for astronauts to keep them healthy in space. It
is used for healing purposes. It’s source is a
global electromagnetic resonance originating
from lightening within the Earth’s surface and
the ionosphere. If 8Hz is the starting point,
five octaves above is 256 Hz. (Energy is shared
through resonance in octaves.) When C = 256
Hz, A = 432. With this reasoning, some
correlate 432 with healing resonances of the
Earth. (Keep in mind that since the Schuman
Resonance varies a bit, so does its “resonance
mathematics”.)

Below is a photo of cymatic images, created
from the A = 440 hertz, used in today’s music
versus the 432 hertz pitch. Notice the balanced
and beautiful shape created by the 432
frequency.

Pythagoras said, “All is Number!” Just what
does that mean? Everything is energy. Energy
vibrates. Pulsations of energies can be counted
and are called frequencies. Modern physicists'
String Theory is based simply on different
vibrations of infinitesimal strings. With this
thinking, “all is number” - expressed as
different vibrating strings (or frequencies) and
this creates our world.
Ancient man strongly believed that numbers
and mathematics found in nature and the
heavens “tuned” us - to the Earth and the
Heavens, empowering our awakening, and
“quickening us” to be closer and closer to God.
The 432 frequency is reflected in ratios of the
sun, Earth and moon, as well as the procession
of the equinoxes, Stonehenge, and the Sri
Yantra, among many other sacred sites contain
this number. For example, the sun is roughly
864,000 miles in diameter (432 X 2=864) and
the diameter of the moon is 2,160 miles (432 /
2). Further, there are 864,000 seconds in a
day. Many traditional schools of yoga teach
that all living beings exhale and inhale 21,600
times per day. (21,600 X 2 = 43,200) There are
108 beads in a mala prayer necklace. (108 X 4
= 432). According to science, the optimal
number of dimples on a golf ball is 432.

Cymatic Image of 432 hertz versus A at 440
hertz in today’s Music.
http://www.collectiveevolution.com/2013/12/21/heres-why-youshould-convert-your-music-to-432hz/

Jill Mattson Bio
Jill Mattson is a prolific Artist, Musician and
Author. Jill is widely recognized expert and
composer in the field of Sound Healing! She
has produced nine CDs with intriguing,
magical tracks using ancient & modern
techniques, & special healing frequencies to
achieve profound benefits. Jill is a four - time
author. (The Lost Waves of Time– Best Book
of 2016 and Best Alternative Science book of
2016, Deep Wave Body Healing CD – Best
Sound Healing CD of 2016, Contacting Angels
& Masters CD Best CD of 2015 and Deep Wave
Beauty CD Best New Age CD – Silver Award).

When the famous late rock star, Prince was
asked thousands of questions on his website,
he chose this single one to answer: "Please
address the importance of ALL music being
tuned to 432 Hz sound frequencies?” to which
he replied, “The Gold Standard”.

Jill has participating in many hundreds of
teleseminars, radios shows, and magazines!
She offers an online Sound Healing School. Jill
presents new ways of approaching health and
everyday issues using the benefits of sound!
Free music &

Since pianos, flutes, clarinets, trumpets and
most musical instruments are tuned to A =
440, musicians must have these and other
instruments remanufactured to incorporate
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School of Sound Healing at

have control of our ego, the more dominion it
has over us. We do not express the essential
awareness, commitment, focus and intention
to successfully manage its incessantly
diabolical tendencies. As our “spirituality”
grows, so does our ego. Left to its own covert
devices, our “divided self” coils around our
virtues like a weed to a flower. It feeds upon
the energy of our discoveries, insights,
opportunities, possibilities and
transformation. Our divided self is as a
neglected child. It craves our attention,
control, importance and power.

www.jillswingsoflight.com

The Cult of Spirituality
By Iam Saums

Kingdom Come:
Contemporary spirituality has become a
mutation of human invention. The fusion of
religion with spirituality has produced a
myriad of dogmas, practices and wisdoms all
promising the keys to illumination, yet never
delivering. Thousands of articles, books,
lectures, online events and workshops seek to
entice the masses toward commercialized
enlightenment. Those of us who have not
established a relationship with our soul eagerly
dive headfirst into the sea of manufactured
mystery. We rarely see how truly shallow it
can be. The human race has been deceived
into searching without for what can only be
found within.

“Spirituality is an expression of our ego.”
To Wake…Per Chance to Awaken:
Humanity may be “awake,” but has it
awakened? And to what? Spirituality is the
new religion. Its enchantment places the
power of enlightenment in the hands of gurus,
shamans and teachers. Droves of willing
initiates emerge from the shadows of
contemporary knowledge, perception, reality
and understanding to enrol in classes,
healings, lectures, readings and weekend
workshops. Most of us seek destiny, meaning,
power and vision. Yet, deep down we are
terrified to accept and apply these qualities to
our daily lives. It is an idealistic dance with
elusive partners at the cost of our ambition,
awareness, energy, intention and well-being.

A Pocketful of Gurus:

Soul Distinction:
Since the dawn of the human race, authentic
faith has been, is and will always be a solitary
engagement. No other person(s) could or
should direct, guide, influence or mediate
another’s spiritual experience. Doing so would
be the antithesis of personal illumination for
all parties. Vital elements of one’s evolution
are found in the creation, discovery,
distinction, expression and purpose of one’s
chosen path. There is no greater
empowerment or inspiration one may have
then choosing, claiming and walking their
destiny. However challenging, impossible or
intimidating this may seem, it is the only true
way to fulfillment.

Spirituality is rife with gurus. Most adopt the
title with very little commitment,
understanding and even less
experience. When we are empowered, excited
and inspired by new insights, opportunities
and possibilities, our initial response is to
share our vision. Yet, this is not the best way
to nurture the manifestation of our true
expression. Our sub-conscious reaction is to
pride ourselves with our innovative epiphanies

The Divided Self:
The most powerful force in our contemporary
society is the ego. The more we believe we
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by proselytizing our personal wisdom. We
allow our ego to suppress our spirit. This
diminishes the experiences of others. We
overlook the essential truth that our insights
are meant for us alone and have little or no
value to others.

beings, we become addicted to this mystical
buzz in a doomed quest to satisfy our soul with
the language of our ego.
Custom Consciousness:
The only true power we have is our
consciousness. This extraordinary expression
of our being transcends the ego. Where our
ego attempts to prove itself and impose its
influence, our spirit emanates consciousness to
transform our experience. When the lines
between truth and reality are blurred, our
deficient awareness falls prey to the violent
desire and desperation of our ego. Many of us
wear a mask to conceal our inadequacies,
insecurities and vulnerabilities. Yet, it is our
self-delusion of these apparent weaknesses
that hinders our ability to observe them as our
greatest strengths. Only in our consciousness
will we experience our truth.

“Superiority walks hand-in-hand with
Spirituality.”
Hierarchy of the Soul:
Society is built upon a foundation of pyramid
schemes. Whether commercial, educational,
financial, political, religious or scientific, there
are far fewer people at the top than there are at
the bottom. In the modern age of spirituality,
it is no different. Regardless of the modality
one may practice, there is always one or a
small group of people that hold dominion over
the many. We enable patterns of
sanctimonious conviction with the attention
and energy we sacrifice to find our soul in a
forest of human perception. We willingly give
away our own personal power to avoid the fear
of claiming it for ourselves.

Alone Together:

The Mind’s Eye:
Our interpretation of spirituality has a
tendency to compromise our authenticity,
empathy and integrity. Our possibility for
transformation vanishes in an attempt to
funnel a multi-dimensional experience into a
two-dimensional perception. Words are the
language of the ego. When we attempt to
communicate what we encounter as an
expression of being, we instantly sever the
relationship we have with our soul. We abolish
our personal power when we endorse our own
authority and significance. Once we break our
connection with eternity, we inevitably
diminish our empathy, intuition, perspective
and vision.

Each one of us has our own crucial and unique
purpose to fulfill. We must walk this path
alone. We cannot realize our calling when we
are focused on the experiences of others. This
is simply a clever way for us to avoid being
authentically present to and interactive with
our own in a vain pursuit to present ourselves
as important and superior. Instead of
assuming the role of a guru, shaman or
teacher, we can support each other in the
manifestation of our purpose. It is possible for
us to be true to our own experience as a
community without sacrificing our own
destiny. When we all live the lives we were
destined, we become this together.

Spiritual High:
Our multi-dimensional experiences produce a
remarkable rush of energy that flows through
every element of our being. In these moments
we are present to and related with all. Our
soul craves these experiences. It is the
electromagnetic synthesis between our body,
mind, heart and spirit. We become the
embodiment of life. Our ego hacks this
beautiful tapestry of being and manipulates it
into an illusion of grandeur. It siphons it
through a filter of instinct and intellect for the
purposes of vanity and supremacy. As human

“Spirituality is an illusion of being.”
The Art of Being:
Spirituality has mystified us into a matrix of
history, knowledge, narcissism, ritual and
tradition. It is a cult to which we subscribe due
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to our lack of faith in ourselves. Our freedom
is found in our commitment to be and how we
personify it in our daily lives. Spirituality is a
compass of how we choose to live our
lives. Yet, it is simply a stepping stone on the
path toward fulfillment. When we become
present to our ego’s agenda and its
manipulation of what enlightenment may be,
we transform our experience from one of
emulation to one of being. Our destiny is
defined only by our courage, passion and
willingness to become all our soul can imagine.

one hand -- and towards the people or beings
that will receive this healing action.
Third, to identify the transcendent aspect of
the Being (or soul) that develops its
evolutionary work in a concrete body, from a
particular belief world and with a personal /
spiritual idiosyncrasy that conform both: its
personality and its supra-planetary singularity.
Fourth, to access the state of special awareness
(alpha waves) we can apply a simple protocol,
which immediately resonates with the
capabilities of our physical senses, mobilizing
perception and intuition immediately, to
activate the transcended senses (the smell of
roses, a palpable image of luminosity or
beings, a message clearly perceived inside,
etc.) Through etheric touch (transcendent
sense of human touch) we can experience how
objectivity is applied in the Energy of Healing,
from a rational understanding that allows:

www.iamsaums.com

- The contact with the Universal Energy Flow
- The extension of our sensitivity in the
chakras of the hands (nadis) and in the tips of
the fingers.
- The experience of a higher vibratory level (in
our luminous fields).

NEWS OF

- The necessary protection to perform the
beneficial actions of Healing - - - The
application of geometric models linked to what
we know as Sacred Geometry. (the
ARCHETYPES).

SPIRITUAL HEALING BY
ARCHETYPES
IN THE 21st. CENTURY

- Identify, test, replenish and increase the
energy quality of the Archetypes as a strategy
and concrete action for the overall
improvement of the person in the act of
Healing.

By Macarena Miletich
Healing by Archetypes is shown as a line of
knowledge and experience about the Subtle
Energies and its functioning. Beyond a
technique, it is a means that makes it possible
to identify sensations and provide concepts
about the situations that the person lives, in all
areas. It develops inside us the beneficial
actions that we call "acts of healing", such as
recovering the adequate energy level and
personal balance, known in the expression
"body / mind / spirit".

- The effectiveness of the new energy to which
we can have access in each performance
- Extends and completes other therapeutic and
healing methodologies.
- It influences favorably in the person's
evolutionary path, both of the person who
receives it and of the immature as a channel,
since it sheds light on the discernment of a
specific situation, a new stage or a question
raised in the consultation (session or course,
etc.)

The primordial guidelines for understanding
this Spiritual Science is the understanding of
the binomial “matter and energy” that we find
in the third dimensional world of our Planet.
Second, so that the healing experience can be
given, we must start from the most intimate
base of the human being in his performance:
the pure intention, the objective attitude and
the intrinsic ethic of respect and appreciation
towards the Subtle Energies of Healing -- on

- It provides a beneficial collaboration in the
processes that each person lives, and in their
health, their emotional life, traumatic
situations, affective relationships, karma, etc.
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The actuality of the Archetypes in this decade
of the 21st century is related to the great
Aquarian impulse, with the sensation of a
greater speed of time.
The assimilation of these new vibrations is
allowing us to better understand ourselves and
awakens - increasingly to a greater extent - the
need to put these personal spiritual qualities
into operation not only in our own lives, but to
expand them towards others, in the service of
greater evolutionary capacity of those who can
listen to us (or read us), to stimulate their
search for transcendence and vital mission.

The access to new states of consciousness,
which is taking place as part of the
development of Aquarius, as a new
evolutionary paradigm, means that a greater
number of people can assimilate the new
energies of the Sun, on the one hand; and on
the other, that the expected spiritual voltage is
mobilizing the impulse towards Nature,
humanitarian aid, respect towards different
groups and the need for a truer expression of
social justice and empathy.

-- "Are the Archetypes of Healing graphic
symbols?" They ask me frequently.
-- "No, the Archetypes are the subtle designs
that make up the 'map' of the human being in
body, mind and spirit," I reply. For many
centuries, we have only been able to count on
the "reflection" of Sacred Geometry in the
symbols we have used. Now, thanks to a new
state of consciousness, we are able to have a
sensory experience of them through etheric
touch. We have grown spiritually!

In this area, intuition, experiences through
dreams, premonitions are expanding the
spectrum of extra sensory perception in many
people, so that it is already very common to
hear in a conversation between friends or in a
pub, the images vividly narrated in groups:
sparks of light or images; models of sacred
geometry or sensations of heat in the hands
(the nadis), etc. In many, the experience is
accompanied by a great surprise, although the
"habit" of coexisting with the contributions
that our extra-corporal senses offer us, is
becoming more frequent.

-- "Why are these shapes and not others?
Anyone could put some new drawings ... " (Is
another of the issues that arise.
-- The functioning of the Universe, which
develops 'cascade', is manifested in the sonic,
chromatic and geometric aspect in several
turns of the life spiral, before reaching the
material, the world of third dimension we
know.
-- "This is old, it is out of fashion ... I like to
think more about the quantum model of the
Universe".
--Effectively, the actuality of the Archetypes is
linked to the vitality of the creative level of the
Universe, being continually reflected in the
configuration that takes place in the quantum
field, always connected with the Source and
the Higher Minds. It is in this quantum field
that new energy is supplied, aspected through
new belief models (in freedom), in new models
of Archetypes, if necessary, as they may be for
rare diseases or for environmental situations
or affecting life in our planet (chemicals in the
air we breathe, waters that lose their
properties, abnormalities in blood or DNA
etc.).
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From The Archive
Holistic Consciousness
By Colin Bloy

If we observe it with attention, this
phenomenon that is developing in the vitality
of the Archetypes and in the magnificent
geometries that appear each year in the Crop
Circles, links us more and more to Life,
connects us in a more conscious way to the
multi -dimensionality of the human being.
It reminds us, actively, that we are luminous
beings who express themselves through the
breath of Gaia and grow in Light: precisely as
we understand the immense Love with which
Existence continues developing and increasing
our most intimate Light through the centuries.

MACARENA MILETICH
Healing Instructor Archetypes and
Healer
Healing Sound Researher
Spiritual visits to the
Terrestrial Zodiac of Barberá (Spain)
Writer
(e-mail: macarenamiletich@gmail.com
www.macarenamiletich.wix.com/macaren
amiletich
(videos in You Tube)

Consciousness as manifested by the individual
is holistic. The brain is not the seat of
consciousness, any more that it is the seat of
the emotions. Dowsing shows, at least to me,
that the brain maybe a form of telephone
exchange in respect of orders to the body, but
in respect of our being, it mentates and
cerebrates, which is but one small aspect of
consciousness.

The Greeks maintained that the heart was the
seat of emotions, and modern material science
has rebutted that, but dowsing shows the
Greeks to have been right, just as it shows that
the contemporary slang “gut feeling” is also
right. Many feelings have to do with the
abdomen and not the brain.

Now human consciousness, as it relates to the
body, has fields which may be determined by
dowsing – not that perplexing version of
dowsing represented by the pendulum, which
requires us to take views about the subtleties
of the relationship between mind and body,
but based on a very slight extension of the
tactile sense, received by the hand.
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Now I’m not special – not especially sane, or
especially mad, or especially sensitive, and
anybody can do what I do, if they want to, so I
claim no special gift or revelation: however, it
has been made plain to me that, at least within
the electro-magnetic spectrum, in which our
five senses may be held to work, their window
of reality in relation to the whole of the
spectrum, is infinitesimally small.

variations and conclusions, based on
experience, which may be drawn from the
distinctive profiles thus revealed. They are not
necessarily moral conditions.

The conclusion for me, however is that
consciousness, in some degree, is measurable
and quantifiable, and therefore objective. It is
not solely dependent on electrical activity in
the brain, although it is true that brain rhythm
and states of consciousness are related. A
study of the chakras reveals ascending degrees
of consciousness, as if on a ladder, from base
to crown, a replica if you like, of the
Cabbalistic tree of life. An indication of the
extent to which are heads are in the clouds
and/or our feet on the ground.

However, if we raise the sensitivity of our
hands by a small degree, by rubbing them
together or by clapping them, and we approach
one palm to the other, we are aware, due to
this marginally heightened sensitivity, of a
form of resistance at about six inches in
distance: it depends on the individual. It is
likened by some to the repulsion of similar
poles of a magnet, or holding an invisible air
balloon between the hands, or by others as a
tingling. But what we are feeling, if we
concentrate in a relaxed way and let our higher
consciousness do the interpreting, it is the
energy field around each hand coming
together.

Once we have recognized this sensation, and
it’s easier than learning to ride a bike, then we
may feel not only our own aura, but those of
others. A study of chakras – or energy centres
is important, as they appear to be the link
between the spirit, through the etheric to the
physical body. They have multitudinous
effects, such as their relationship to the
endocrine and glandular systems, to the subtle
workings of the body, but what is relevant to
this submission is their relationship to
consciousness.

A healer may be observed, from behind, to
have none of his chakras working except his
crown chakra, and from the front a common
field of uninterrupted consciousness with the
person being healed. EEG’s reveal that as a
healer’s brain pattern shifts, so does that of the
subject; implying that at a certain level of
consciousness, during the act of healing, they
are being one. That is to say that they enjoy a
moment of collective consciousness at that
time. Maxwell Cade with his mind mirror
shows that not only did this function when
healer and receiver were facing each other but
also when they are separated by considerable
distances as well.

Interesting to note that there are eight chakras
in the general theory, (this has been extended
since writing,) although there is a very arcane
argument as to how many sub chakras there
are. A straightforward manual analysis of any
individual’s chakras may indicate his state of
consciousness. For instance, someone in a
state of anger of a visceral nature, momentarily
or permanently, will exhibit a large field
around the lower abdomen. Someone whose
consciousness is involved in loving attitudes
will exhibit a uniform field around the heart
region, to a radius of up to three yards.
Someone who is studying or worrying about a
problem, will have an extended field around
the forehead. Someone who is practicing to be
a saint will have a large flaring field around
and above the head. There are infinite

A series of photographs taken of healing in
progress shows that there is something
important happening. A column, as many
contemplatives perceive it, has totally
descended on both healer and healed. In
conforms in every way to descriptions of the
Holy Spirit, in Christian terms, but it is also a
well-known phenomenon in Eastern religions
and may be called prana and various other
names. Cosmic energy, Divine energy the stuff
of life because it’s the force that heals once it is
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in combination with four other energy fields
coming from the nearest point in the ley
system.

we describe in our book The Spine of Albion,
first published in 2012, passes through the old
capitals of Winchester, Carlisle and
Dunfermline, connecting the old Saxon
capitals of southern and northern England
with the reputed old capital of Scotland.
We also discovered along this central northsouth line of Britain, the significance of ‘centre’
places and after locating the mid-points of
other countries, islands, and continents
around the world, we began to see a familiar
pattern of ownership by an initiated few. We
found that ‘the power of centre’ was
manipulated at these places to control the
kingdom and its people. Consequently, we felt
these points were extremely important for the
healing of the land.

Courtesy of Utube

The Power of Centre and Celtic
Cosmology
By Gary Biltcliffe
It was a beautiful warm summer evening in
July 1998 and my mother and I had just
attended a talk in Shaftesbury, in the county of
Dorset, by Fountain Group founder Colin Bloy.
As we strolled along Park Walk, we stopped to
watch the setting sun cast shadows across the
valley, and I could still hear Colin’s powerful
words reverberating around in my head. His
notion of healing a town or community with
focused love using visualisation at specific and
relative centres of power was inspirational. He
also used the principles of metaphysical
science to explain that the brain produces
alpha rhythms during meditation of a
frequency around 8 Hz, which is the same as
the pulse of the Earth and the feeling of
unconditional love. Visualising a surge of pure
energy towards a certain area apparently alters
the vibration of the ambient energy field,
increasing a sense of well-being.

Historically, the locating of the omphalos or
‘navel’ has been vital to most world cultures
and religions, regarded not only as a place on
the Earth’s surface, but also as a link-point
between the earthly and the heavenly realms.
Honouring the centre is important for
mankind, for it is from the centre that we
receive nourishment. For example, in the
womb, the umbilical cord feeds us through the
centre of our body, the ‘navel’, and connects us
to the centre of our mother. This fundamental
experience transfers symbolically to our
existence on the Earth plane, hence our
natural propensity to locate our ‘centre’, and it
is also why we have found goddess sites at
most of the omphaloi sites around the globe.
The ancient Greeks determined the centre of
the world to be Delphi, and the Incas of South
America believed it was Cuzco. In the creation
myths of the Ancient Egyptians, the
‘primordial mound’ or ‘island of creation’ that
rose from the floodwaters was the centre of the
world. Many ancient cultures built a central
shrine at the navel of their kingdom where
they controlled the natural energy of the
landscape, symbolic of a serpent or dragon, by
staking it to the ground and then fixing it to a
central feature or object. The focal point at the

During our exploration of the Belinus line,
Britain’s longest north-south alignment of
sacred and royal sites, my partner Caroline
and I used Bloy’s same principles, learned
during my time with a local Fountain group in
the 1990’s. Wherever we found earth energies
out of balance, we applied focused meditation
at specific places located through dowsing, and
grounded these healing intentions with a
crystal or sacred stone. This great axis, which
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central shrine of many prehistoric cultures,
such as Mesopotamia, Indus Valley, Egypt and
the Celtic realms was either a stone, a tree, a
well or a mound – a fixed unmovable point
around which everything, including the
heavens, revolved.

world tree holding the dragons within its roots
– here humanity can tap into the beneficial
qualities of the current.
The surveyors or geomancers of the Greek,
Etruscan and Roman empires were called
Augurs. They, like the Chinese geomancers,
created a divine template aligned to the stars
so that the city was balanced and harmonious.
The augur wore a conical hat and held a rod,
just as today’s bishops wear a mitre and hold a
crook, the rod being the instrument used to
help him survey the land to determine the
position of the stars and planets in conjunction
with the landscape topography. The exact
position for the centre of the city was often
determined by divination, for instance, looking
for portents in nature, perhaps the unusual
behaviour of an animal or lightning bolt.

Ancient Greek legends refer to a continent in
the middle of the Atlantic Ocean destroyed by
a tsunami called Atlantis. The island became
the home of Poseidon, the God of the Sea, who
fathered five sets of male twins there. He then
divided the land into ten provinces, each ruled
by one of his sons. On a flat plain beneath its
central mountain was the island’s capital city,
constructed from a series of concentric walls
and canals radiating out from a central hill, on
top of which was a temple to Poseidon.
Although the legendary Atlantis was
supposedly destroyed around 9000 BCE, its
culture and concepts of the ‘power of centre’
further spread to Sumeria, Egypt and Peru.
Many ancient cultures focused their spiritual
or religious identity around a central shrine in
the belief that it was the true centre of the
world’s landmass and therefore connected to
the three cosmic realms. For Islam it is Mecca
in Saudi Arabia, its focal point being the cubeshaped temple called the Kaaba, which houses
a black meteoritic stone at its eastern corner.
However, in earlier times, Islam shared the
same centre of power as the Christians and
Jews, on the Temple Mount in Jerusalem,
where the prophet Muhammad ascended into
heaven and received the second pillar of Islam
from Allah, which is still used today. It is
remarkable that Temple Mount, a relatively
small area of exposed rock, became the navel
of the world and focus for many world
religions. In Ezekiel 5:5, Jeremiah quotes God
as saying, ‘This is Jerusalem; I have set her at
the centre of the nations.’

Once the point was found, called the ‘mundus,
’the Augur would stand on this spot at night
and locate the pole star. He would then strike a
line on the ground in its direction to create a
north-south axis called a ‘cardo.’ Then an east
– west line could be marked at right angles
from the line called a ‘decumanus’ At the
centre or mundus, a deep shaft or well was dug
to symbolically connect the surface world with
the ‘underworld’. Offerings were then dropped
into the well to empower the site, including
soil from the native land of the new settlers so
that they had a connection with their
homeland at the omphalos of their new city.

Ancient coins often depict the control of the
serpent power at the navel as an omphalos
stone entwined by a serpent. The coiled
network of relief carvings on Delphi’s
omphalos stone, located in the museum, are
similar to the Celtic interlaced patterns seen
on many standing crosses, said to represent
the harnessing of the sites energies or the
control of the serpent power. This is a popular
theme in many religions, which we believe
refers to man’s influence and domination over
the Earth’s natural lines of fertilising power at
their sacred centres. In the East, the serpent or
dragon energies are considered rampant and
untamed, necessitating some kind of control,
such as staking them to the ground at a special
point defined by geomancy, similar to the

The cardo and decumanus were extended from
the mundus (centre) to a certain distance
where city gates were constructed – then walls
were built between the gates to encircle the
city. Once done, a grid system of streets was
laid out from the central crossroads. This was
the basic structure of many towns and cities in
the ancient world, which continued into Saxon
cultures.
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The Celts probably derived the concept of
dividing their kingdom into four around a
central fifth from the traditions of ancient
India, where cities were quartered into specific
sectors - priests in the north - serfs in the west
- warriors in the east - farmers in the south,
with the God kings at the centre. The Irish
copied this concept and included the four
elements and the four seasons –
Battle/Winter/Earth represented the north,
learning/Autumn/Water the west, Spring/Air/
Prosperity in the East, Music/Summer Fire in
the south. These divisions became the four
provinces of Ulster, Connacht, Munster and
Leinster.

Unfortunately, Bristol’s central crossroads is
no longer marked by an omphalos shrine such
as the beautifully carved ancient stone cross,
seen on early maps, instead the area is now
dominated by the derelict Norwich Union and
Bank of England buildings. These structures
are out of keeping with the more historic
buildings in this central area and energetically
disconnected from the rest of the city centre.
The old geomancers would have seen these
buildings as a most unfitting symbol to have at
a city’s sacred omphalos. In fact, you could
almost say that the sacred significance of this
centre place has been usurped by capitalism
and self-interest.

The City of Braga 1578

The City of Bristol, England 1568

The earliest example of a Celtic city is Braga,
built in 290 BCE on the Iberian Peninsula in
Portugal. Here we see a city divided in the
cosmic proportions with a central crossroads,
which would be later marked by the shrine of
Henry, Count of Portugal (1066–1112), which
he himself had built. He was the father of the
country’s first king, Afonso Henriques.

The medieval city of Neubrandenburg in
northwest Germany, first built by a tribe of the
West Slavs in the 10th century, is another
example of a city divided into four districts
with four city gates. Like Bristol, a modern
complex of commercial buildings, out of
keeping with the earlier architecture that
surrounds it, has usurped its old medieval
centre.

There are fine examples of these cosmological
principles in British cities. Many have Roman
foundations except for Bristol, which like
Braga is associated with the early Celtic
Britons. Here we find on early maps a central
crossroads with roads leading north, south,
east, and west to city gates. In Saxon times, it
was known as Brigg stow, having grown up
around a fording of the River Avon. According
to Bristol legends, Brennius first founded and
built this worshipful town of Bristowe and set
it upon a little hill, that is to say, between St
Nicholas’ Gate, St John’s Gate, St Leonard’s
Gate and Newgate. Brennius was one of two
brothers, the other called Belinus, who shared
the kingship of Britain in the 4th century BCE.
Their statues are set into the town’s north gate.

We have seen that where towns and cities have
altered the original cosmic quartering around
a central crossroads their prosperity began to
decline. Its change of structure not only effects
the fortunes of a place but also the psyche of
the people who live there. We came across a
town in Croatia where many of the locals
complained that in recent times the
community had become divided, but could not
explain why. After some research we
discovered that a few years before, the town’s
authorities had interfered with the focal point
of the town by removing the old fountain that
marked the omphalos and replaced it with a
huge civic building built right across the centre
of the town. This had the effect of blocking off
one side of the town from the other, which we
believe upset the order of feng shui, hindering
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nourishing chi from flowing harmoniously
around the town that also affected the
wellbeing of the people. In contrast, the city of
Oxford still holds a spiritual shrine at its
central crossroads, marked by St Martin’s
church tower, and maintained the presence of
roads leading from there to the cardinal
points.

Extracts from:
The Power of Centre: Rediscovering
Ancient Cosmology and the Celtic
Goddess at the Omphalos Sites of the
British Isles (2018) by Gary Biltcliffe and
Caroline Hoare.
The Spine of Albion: An Exploration of
Earth Energies and Landscape Mysteries
along the Belinus Line (2012) by Gary
Biltcliffe and Caroline Hoare.

The north-south and east-west roads radiating
from a central crossroads has the effect of
quartering a town or city. This quartering was
seen by ancient cultures, including the Celts, to
reflect the night sky and their stars, mirroring
the cosmic stations, seeing their influences as
aiding fertility, prosperity and harmonious
integration on Earth.

For further information see
www.belinusline.com

According to the Etruscan principle, each city
quadrant had different qualities – the
northeast was considered the realm of the sky
gods favourable to man and the best place for
good fortune. The northwest was the realm of
the underworld gods and spirits where only the
priests and nobles would reside to control and
determine fate. The southeast quadrant was
the realm of the Earth and nature spirits that
nurture man and the southwest is the abode of
an underworld where the spirits of nature
dwell, such as water deities, and therefore a
place of wells and pools, which supplied the
local population.

The Greatest Quest:
The Search For Meaning And
Finding Our Calling
David Zenon Starlyte
As seekers in the West, we seem to have
lost our way in how we interpret capitalism and
our soul’s yearning for spiritual sustenance. A
spiritual void came out of disconnecting from
the land and losing our traditional roots.

The ancients understood that if these
principles were ignored or their sacred centres
neglected or destroyed, there would be a
sickness and ill fortune - undermining the
psyche of its inhabitants and keeping them
unmotivated and uncaring of their
environment.

Aboriginal cultures are deeply rooted to nature

We believe that by bringing attention to these
centre places as sites to honour and care for,
rather than exploit, we can also promote
fertility, prosperity and wellbeing as the
ancients once did.

Western cultures broke away from residing

and their connection to the land, and this
means that they neither feel lost nor have the
need to go seeking something, nor feel the
need to achieve some magical goal.

wholly in the body and placed more emphasis
on the mental aspects. Whilst much was
achieved through intellectual pursuits and
human ingenuity (including the technology that
allows us to engage with digital screens), what
is missing are elements of the instinctual self
that require integration.
Respect for the sacredness of all life-forms is
part of the cultural heritage of indigenous
culture. This rootedness in the earth and
nature-centered ideology is far removed from
the Judeo-Christian tradition
of humanocentrism, which places the human
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being at the centre of the universe. The biblical

What makes a person unique and identifiable

tradition placed man as superior to other

as separate from another person is this

creatures; specifically in the verse of Genesis

process of individuation. Through undergoing

1:26, it’s written:

experiences, a person’s innate qualities and

“And God said, let us make man in our image,

unconscious psyche are gradually integrated

after our likeness: and let them have dominion

over a lifetime into a healthy and whole self.

over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of

Having seen many people yearn for personal

the air, and over the cattle, and over all the

transformation, it is important to recognise that

earth, and over every creeping thing that

no two people are alike. They may look alike,

creepeth upon the earth.”

but spiritually be on a completely different
page. Each path represents different phases of
learning and growing.

Such an outlook breeds separation from the

In the West, people come from a place of not

inferior-sounding extrinsic natural environment,

being whole and complete—whereas, in

especially that, according to this logic, it is man

traditional cultures, there was a deep cultural

that is created in God’s image and not fish or

understanding that we are born whole and

any other creature (definitely not the creeping

complete, and nothing can separate us from

variety!)

this truth. Individuation naturally unfolds where

Historically, Europeans have sought to

a culture is in harmony with its environment.

dominate and suppress nature. This point of

The Western opposition to its environment and

view has a concomitant bias against natural

enmity toward outsiders creates a disharmony,

inclinations within the human personality.

a spiritual gap, and, in many cases, a disunity

Rejecting parts of the self, particularly their

within the maturation of personality.

natural instincts, has led to Europeans, in
particular, to suffer from a form of cultural
disorientation. This creates confusion about
one’s inner nature and expression, conflict
about who one is, and how one fits into the
world.
One of the results of this spiritual gap is the
personal development industry which attempts
to fill this spiritual void, or bridge the gap
between what we are and how we feel about

Psychologist Abraham Maslow, who

ourselves. It is not necessarily doomed to fail,

investigated healthy minds as a counterpoint

just so often misleading, as the spiritual

to Freudian psychology’s preoccupation with

sickness has a solution only found in nature,

studying the sick mind, found that a healthy

and in acts that ground and deepen one’s

person must have a vision and belief in

roots.

the achievement of his/her goals. Maslow
described this tendency for self-fulfilment or

Carl Jung’s concept of individuation is helpful

self-actualisation as “the desire to become

to broadly define the goal of personal

more and more what one is, to become

development—the drive to achieve wholeness

everything that one is capable of becoming.”

and balance. In Jungian psychology, one could

Maslow writes:

understand individuation as“knowing yourself.”
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“A musician must make music, an artist must

In the West, if we do not feel significant and

paint, a poet must write, if he is to be ultimately

part of the whole matrix around us, then we

at peace with himself. What a man can be, he

are doomed to suffer the gloom of detachment

must be.”

and ennui. Solutions put forward for inner

The change always comes internally within the

harmony may include an embracement of

self-concept inside a person’s mind.

nature and nature-centered therapies. The
awakening of one’s freedom, one’s calling, is

“You will either step forward into growth, or

the invocation of Spirit to break free of social

you will step backward into safety. If you plan

conditioning and pursue one’s lower and

on being anything less than you are capable of

higher nature. Self-actualisation is inherently

being, you will probably be unhappy all the

achieved by listening less to the indoctrination

days of your life.” ~ Abraham Maslow

of society, and more to the calling of one’s

Maslow later expanded his vision to include a

essence.

higher level of human consciousness —selftranscendence, or having a spiritual goal

For Westerners, this may mean appreciating

outside of oneself.

the rainbows in the clouds instead of painting
pretty pictures with artificial light. It may mean

Viktor Frankl writes in Man’s Search for

feeling the call and following it to evolve how

Meaning that meaning is at the highest rung of

we see and create our world. Seekers will

human needs:

keep seeking until they are home in

“There is nothing in the world, I venture to say,

themselves. This is still a sacred path of

that would so effectively help one to survive

discovery—unknown and unknowable without

even the worst conditions, as the knowledge

bravery, discipline, and self-sacrifice.

that there is a meaning in one’s life.”
Frankl goes on to write,

-Expect Magic!

“Ultimately, man should not ask what the
meaning of his life is, but rather must

David Zenon Starlyte
Growing up in apartheid South
Africa, David had an early initiation
into a dysfunctional society. It
influenced his thinking and search
for peaceful and spiritual solutions.
A passion for healing followed a
severe childhood illness and a
medical approach he found lacking
gentleness and compassion.
David later studied theology in
war-torn Jerusalem for 3 years,
before graduating as a
Naturopathic physician in
Australia. His explorations then led
him into Asia, where he has
studied Buddhism in Thailand and
Qi Gong in China. As a
practitioner, David has worked at
some of the world's elite retreats
and wellness spas from the
Maldives, to Thailand, Vietnam,

recognize that it is he who is asked. In a word,
each man is questioned by life; and he can
only answer to life by answering for his own
life; to life he can only respond by being
responsible.”
The human need is not for purpose at all costs
including the loss of humanity, but for purpose
that fulfills a goal worthy of each person, a
higher purpose that inspires a deeper calling.
It is in philosophy that one begins to
understand what is common to humanity and
also what culturally separates us. The search
for meaning is arguably a Western trait, as for
indigenous cultures, meaning was never lost—
all of nature is imbued with meaning.
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Be Receptive & Allow the
Sacredness to
Communicate to You

Indonesia, Caribbean, India, Sri
Lanka, and Australia. He now lives
in the Great Barrier Reef and
works as a soul-coach and handson-healer offering spiritual
counselling and guidance in
finding peace.

By Tony Samara

To contact
him: Email: davidstarlyte@gmail.com
Web: http://davidstarlyte Facebook
: https://www.facebook.com/iamstarl
yte
Blog: http://www.beliefnet.
com/columnists/healingandtransform
ation Skype: davidstarlyte

It is one thing to meditate when
everything is flowing, but another
thing to be in the midst of chaos, in
the marketplace? Will meditation, the
meditation of relaxing your body and
being detached from the situation, be
possible to practice in this situation?
That's the challenge that life always
confronts everyone with. You think
you've got everything under control,
you think everything is now okay,
when all of a sudden everything
changes. The nature of reality is
impermanence. As soon as you think
you've got things flowing in one way,
guess what? It won't last. So what can
you change?
Most people want to change the world
outside of themselves, control it, and
even in their practice control it by,
thinking that they have to go and
meditate, or that they have to go and
relax now, or they have to go
somewhere to get away from the
stress. Of course, this won't work,
because the stress is not just outside.
The situation that is creating your
reaction in this way, is not just
outside, it is within you.
Relaxation means being receptive, and
receptivity is something that just isn't
nurtured or just isn't practiced in the
spiritual work but also it isn't part of
everyday living. I mean, you don't
practice being receptive to that which
is beyond what you see, and when a
situation arises that stresses you,
you're only stressing, you're only

High pressure shower
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getting caught by it, you're only
reacting to it because you're only
seeing the surface of that situation.

receptive, and every time you react or
get agitated by a situation, remember
to relax, breathe out, and just be.

Even if it is a negative situation, or
your mind perceives it as a negative
situation, even if it's Karma, where
there are certain situations that are
often unpleasant to deal with,
meditation doesn't mean that
everything has to be perfect and
pleasant outside of yourself. It means
that you, the you inside of yourself is
aligned to that which is perfect within,
and that is an internal movement.

Thank you.
Author Bio:

If you are unable to relax the nervous
system and breathe out and take that
first step, then nothing else happens
in meditation because you will be in a
reactive state and you won't be able to
take the next steps that need the
structure of receptivity, need this
sense of deep relaxation, so that you
can follow on from deep relaxation to
the state where you're communicating
with that which is beyond that picture
that you're perceiving on the surface.
Tony Samara, world-renowned
spiritual teacher & author of 16 books,
has been sharing deep spiritual work
& energy transmission for the
evolution of consciousness for over 25
years. Combining meditation,
detoxing the body, a plant-based diet
& a simple lifestyle, he is best known
for how his work touches more deeply
than words.

Beyond the little stress that you're
having to deal with, or the big stress
that you're having to deal with, there
is energy, and that energy is a very
specific structure that you can
communicate to and which
communicates to you, but only if
you're receptive. That is the first step.
Hence, relaxing whenever you notice
that the body is in a state of agitation,
whether it is caused by your mind or
whether it is caused by situations
outside of yourself, it is the same. The
work is step by step, to relax into the
comfort of being yourself, the joy of
embracing that which is within
yourself, and allowing that, which is
within yourself, to communicate to the
space that is around whatever your
experience may be. By doing this what
you're doing is going deeper – deeper
into a state of grace, where receptivity
is not just receiving the knowledge of
the situation, but where you receive
the spiritual message that is within
that situation.

www.TonySamara.com
In The Hands Of The Goddess
By Laurence Main

Grace is the openness, the deep
openness where receptivity allows for
the sacred to communicate to you. So,
step by step today, remember to be
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The hedged bridleway grew muddier and
muddier. Cornwall had experienced heavy rain
fall that November (2009). My pack was
weighing heavily on my back now that it was
mid afternoon. It would soon be time to pitch
my tent, hopefully near the Giant’s Quoit. I
was just north of Praze-an-Beeble and had left
Hamish Miller at Marazion that lunchtime. I
was making a pilgrimage along the Dragon Ley
(as I prefer to call the Michael Line,) all the
way to Norfolk. I was actually shadowing the
Michael earth current as I sank seriously into
the much deeper mud. I’d ventured far enough
to put retreat out of my mind. I only had a few
yards to go to Gew Farm’s access track.

Giant’s Quoit. The darkness provided security
as I camped wild, trusting in the spirit of the
place. My sleeping bag was warm, clean and
dry. Oh Goddess, thank-you!
Determination and trust in a higher power are
features of a pilgrimage. Simplicity too – those
bare legs and sandals came into their own.
Walking is the only way to do it. Camping wild
to sleep and dream at remote sacred sites is
another essential. Oh, I didn’t mention my OS
Explorer map. It was in my hand as I sank into
the mud, and it did get muddy. Luckily, I’d
invested in a waterproof version of the map
and was able to wipe it clean. Otherwise, I’d
have been lost. Always buy a waterproof OS
Explorers!
Pilgramages can also demonstrate that all the
old archetypes are alive and well, and waiting
for you. When I backpacked 1404 miles from
Callanish, (Isle of Lewis) to London on a route
zigzagging between holy hills, notably Carn
Ingli (Pembrokeshire) in 2004, I collected a
full set as I made my way to and up Scotland’s
magical Glen Lyon. Asking permission to
enter is a necessary preliminary. So I stopped
at Croft Moraig stone circle on the eastern side
of the River Tay. May I enter Glen Lyon please
oh Goddess?

Then I tilted to my left, unbalanced by my
backpack. I desperately clung to an
opportunely placed branch in the hedge on my
right and prevented total immersion. However,
the mud was lapping at my shorts. Luckily my
legs were bare, and I was wearing sandals.
Boots, socks and trousers would have meant a
nightmare in the washing department. I wasn’t
going anywhere near a washing machine. I
needed to be inside my sleeping bag within
half an hour. I carried a small bottle of
drinking water. Oh Goddess, please help me!
Reaching a drier surface, I now had to deal
with the mud quickly. It covered all my legs. A
farmer’s wife stood in her yard as I passed a
farmhouse at Gernick. What a sight I was! I
asked her if she could hose me down and,
laughingly she did. The wind would soon dry
my legs as I walked. My sandals were easily
cleaned. Minutes before dusk, I pitched my
tent in the atmospheric wood just beyond the

Returning to the A827 road, I was pressed to
its side as a black car with police outriders
swept past. Its occupant raised his hand and
saluted me. It was Prince Charles. I’d been
given the royal salute. Permission to enter? To
avoid a long detour to the road bridge at
Kenmore, I aimed for a footbridge on the map
named Newhall Bridge. This spanned the River
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Tay at an impressive height for a respectable
distance. Its timbers were also rotting away,
and its metal railings were rusty. I was
carrying a big backpack. So I crossed the
bridge, stepping gingerly and clinging to the
unreliable railing. Looking down, the wide
river was an awful long drop away. Thankfully
I reached the tops of the trees of what I
presumed was the far bank and was at times
supported by them as I swung with my heavy
load. No. the trees grew on an island, and I had
more river to cross. Making it to the far side, I
was confronted by a high fence and a notice
(facing the other way) warning people not to
cross the dangerous bridge. Yes, I had made it
over the perilous bridge!

pilgrimage while she turned home the other
way. I had met the tempting lady!

Back in Cornwall in 2009, I celebrated the full
moon of 2nd December by pitching my tent in
the centre of the stone circles known as the
Hurlers on Bodmin Moor. This is where the
Michael and Mary earth currents mate. I woke
up with a powerful dream containing a
question which I didn’t know if I had answered
correctly. In my dream, the goddess (dressed
as a druid) offered me a cup of deep red liquid
(wine?) As I started to drink from it I was
struck by this almighty question. Should I sip a
little of the drink or drain the whole cup. I
didn’t know if I’d chosen right when I woke up
and remained deeply puzzled until I broke off
my pilgrimage at the winter solstice to spend
Christmas at home. Awaiting me was a copy of
Paul Broadhurst and Robin Heath’s book “The
Secret Land” Reading it, I came to page 200
and the legend of the Rillaton Cup. Here was
the answer to my puzzle. Luckily in my dream
I sipped the drink. To have drained the cup
would have destroyed me. You can see the
Rillaton Cup, found near the Hurlers, in the
British Museum. Thank you Oh Goddess!

Reaching Fontingall, I decided not to pitch my
tent in the stone circle because of a herd of
cattle occupying the field. I took a gate into a
shelter belt of trees and camped there instead.
Dawn brought a loud bellow, so I unzipped my
tent to investigate. One yard from me was a
bull. His harem were watching from a
distance. Slowly, I took my time for my usual
pee and to carefully take down my tent under
the steaming nose of the bull. I reasoned that I
could not do anything about it if he decided to
attack, so I just stayed calm. Job done, I
thanked the bull and departed. I had
encountered the beast and survived!
Passing an isolated infants school as the
children were arriving. I was stopped by the
mother of a young boy. She was beautiful and
asked if I was a druid. She’d spotted me
passing her home the previous day and now
wanted to drive me home, give me a shower
and breakfast and to get to know me. Without
thinking, I thanked her but said that I was on a
pilgrimage and couldn’t turn back. I had to go
ahead. As she drove off, I realised what a
chance I had missed. I soon came to a remote
café and smelt bread coming out of the oven. I
stopped and enquired if their soup was vegan.
I was eagerly shown the ingredients as proof,
and sat down for a meal. Then a car pulled up
and out stepped the young mother. She’d
guessed that she would find me here and was
anxious to know all about me. So we sat down
and talked. Michelle was 26, and absolutely
stunning, telling me she was on her own now.
Somehow I kept my resolve to continue my

Many and marvellous have been other
incidents on my pilgrimages. They are real. But
be content with a sip from the cup for now.
Find Out About Leys
Ley spread spirit throughout the living land.
Find out more about leys by joining the
Network of Ley Hunters.
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Four colourful, 36 page Newsletter
each year.
Annual Moat with expert speakers. In
2018 it’s on 15th September at
Clitheroe, Lancashire. Speakers are







Gary Biltcliffe, Maria Wheatley.
Caroline Wise, John Billingsley, Eileen
Roche, Mark Valentine. Meet other ley
hunters at the campsite. Come by
train.
Field trips with our own coach and
driver with expert guides. Jill Smith
leads us on the Isle of Lewis,
(including Callanish) from 13th to 21st
April 2018. We’ve booked our own
hostel in Stornaway. Travel up by
sleeper train! Gary Biltcliffe and
Caroline Hoare lead us along the Spine
of Albion next September. Alderley
Edge and Roman Manchester on 16th
and Whalley Abbey and Pendle Hill on
17th. Camp at Clitheroe.
Pilgrimages with Laurence Main
leading backpacking expeditions every
step along major leys. Camp and
dream at sacred sites. We’re currently
walking the Greenwich Meridian in
stages from Sussex to Yorkshire.
Vision Quests at Carn Ingli (Peak of
Angels), and other special places with
Laurence Main and others.

I Now Know Why I Didn’t Die
(We Are All Spiritual Beings, Living a
Human Existence, Learning to Be
Spiritual)
By Brenda Rachel

I came to Earth as a Peacemaker, bringing Joy
and Happiness to my human family and other
people I met along the way. I also came here
for the Contrast of Life, to experience the
duality of the emotional and physical
components that make up life (i.e. love/fear,
peace/conflict, faith/doubt,
happiness/sadness,
togetherness/separateness, health/sickness,
abundance/lack, etc.). I have had an
unwavering spiritual philosophy from early
childhood which provided me with a deep
faith-based foundation upon which all my
values have been formed. Throughout my life,
I have had many “spiritual testing” situations

Laurence Main is a walker, writer, columnist
and Druid who runs the Network of Ley
Hunters. Visit www.networkofleyhunters.com
Or contact Laurence:
Laurence Main. Network of Ley Hunters, 9
Mawddwy Cottages, Minilyn, Dinas Mawddwy,
Machynlleth SY20 9LW, Wales, UK
Tel 01650 531 354
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(my mother tried to commit suicide 5 times
when I was a child, so I took on the
responsibilities from age 10-15 of caring for my
3 younger siblings, 4 disabilities, 5 near death
situations, a 12-year alcoholic, abusive
relationship, including 4 years of marriage,
divorce, bankruptcy, and my 22 year old niece
committing suicide in 2005), all of which have
caused me to deviate from a joyous and
peaceful existence. The only things that got
me through these very difficult times were my
Faith and my love for my animals, who have all
since passed on.

weekly for inspirational meetings, sometimes
at my place, which would help get me through
to the next week. However, I was about to
have my most intense “spiritual test” very
soon.
On May 17, 1996, I called a Crisis Centre and
talked to them about my suicidal feelings and
on their suggestion the next morning I drove
to a friend’s place. She took me to her hospital
where I told them I was planning to commit
suicide, but they did not admit me as I was not
a resident of their area. I drove back home the
next day. In my heart, I knew I was not going
to choose to live out my life lying on the floor
every night, writhing in pain, crying my eyes
out, believing there was no positive outcome
other than likely living out the rest of my life in
a wheelchair.

I was diagnosed with Chronic Fatigue and
Fibromyalgia in the fall of 1994, at the age of
41, (Pain Resource Article, October 16, 2012 Fibromyalgia is a disease that causes
widespread muscle and joint pain and can be
categorized as either a musculoskeletal disease
or psychological disorder. The cause of the
disease is still unknown, and many researchers
have postulated many causes, ranging from
genetics to environmental factors. Stunning
new evidence suggests that fibromyalgia may
be associated with central nervous system
(CNS) dysfunction.) I remember reading the
specialist’s report that said I would probably
end up in a wheelchair and my world
collapsed. There was no cure at that time for
Fibromyalgia and there still isn’t one today, as
far as I know. In the spring of 1994, I bought
my first mobile home near a lake, in the
mountains, which was a beautiful natural
setting for me to live in. I had been an avid
white water rafter and hiker since 1987. I
loved the outdoors and would rather have been
outside than inside anytime.

May 20, 1996 was a very important lifechanging day for me. This was the day I chose
to exit the planet through a suicide attempt.
After many weeks of consciously telling myself
that as I no longer had any quality of life, and
it was my complete belief that I would go
“home” to a free, peaceful, happy and whole
place, I made plans to end my human life. I
dictated my farewell tape to my family, told
them that I loved them all very much, that
none of them had anything to do with my
leaving, that I was consciously making this
decision and I was not insane, but knew what I
was doing. I had made the decision to go
“home” to a better place. I knew that earth
was a temporary residence for me, just a
stepping stone on my spiritual journey and not
the final destination for my soul.
What happened next was totally unexpected
and unplanned. I only know these details from
what my “rescuers” told me later. I was semiconscious when I phoned two friends from my
spiritual group who lived in the same mobile
home park as me and told them what I had
done – taken many anti-depressants and
drank some red wine. They came over
immediately and drove me to the hospital,
where my stomach was pumped and I was kept
overnight. I was released the next day and one
of my “rescuers” drove me home. Later, when
we were talking I found out that neither of
them were supposed to have been home that
night, but their meeting for 8:00 p.m. had

When I became severely disabled in the fall of
1995, (I worked full-time until the spring of
1996 when I ended up going on disability from
my workplace), I would come home each night
and just writhe on the floor in excruciating
pain, as no position for my body would be
comfortable. The cycle of no sleep and intense
body pain was too much to bear and taking its
toll on me. I would tell people when they
asked me what I was going through to imagine
their very worst “flu day”, magnify it by 1,000
times and that would be a good “Fibro day” for
me. My salvation was that thankfully, through
this 2 year period I was involved with a very
spiritual group and we would get together
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been cancelled right before this time. Their
being home, I knew, was without a doubt
Divine Intervention, and I believe this to be
true to this day.

being a Messenger of Peace, Love, Joy and
Hope through Divine Inspiration to everyone I
come into contact with, virtually or personally.
I choose now to be a part of a collective
consciousness movement I call Humanity With
Heart, to bring Unconditional Love and Global
Peace to Our World through Caring,
Compassion, Consideration, Kindness and
Respect and invite each and every one of you
to participate on this journey with me, in your
own way and in your own time. I now know
why I didn’t die!

However, I was not elated to be alive nor ready
for the next step in my earthly life. I had
many, many hours of questioning God why
had he kept me alive. The answer one of my
“rescuers” told me was because “God had a
plan for me”. I didn’t need to know today what
the plan was, but there was a plan and it would
unfold as and when it was meant to. I had
many discussions with God about why I was
left in this state of unhealthiness when I
couldn’t do much for myself, let alone anyone
else. I had the complete support of my
spiritual group and never once felt judged by
them, but I certainly judged myself for being a
complete failure at committing suicide. It took
me a very long time to understand and accept
the perplexing question I would have about if I
was truly a spiritual person, which I always
believed myself to be, then why was there so
much personal suffering and illness, financial
struggle and emotional pain happening in my
life? Why was I not an abundantly wealthy,
totally unconditionally loved by another
human being, completely healthy, happy and
joyful person and what on earth was I here for?
It seemed to be a complete contrast in belief
systems – knowing I came here perfect,
complete and whole as a spiritual being, but
outwardly showing the world that I was
anything but this. The answer my friend, is
knowing in the end, that I am a perfect, whole
and complete spiritual being who came here to
have a human existence, while learning to be
spiritual. I am a divine being who is
unconditionally loved by The Divine. The
more peaceful and accepting I am during these
“spiritual tests” where my faith is tested to its
unlimited belief, the closer my soul comes to
aligning with its spiritual purpose on this
earth.

From My Heart to Yours,
Angel Blessings,
Brenda Rachel, Humanity With Heart

www.brendarachel4angels.com

Essence World
By Jan Stewart

I have had three more disabilities and one
more near death situation since 1996, but the
difference now is I am aware of the angels’
presence in my life on a daily basis. They have
always been with me, but I made their earthly
acquaintance in 2004 when I couldn’t walk for
several months. I have been guided by the
Angels to my Life’s Purpose Work which is
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Mexican Fleabane (Erigeron karvinskianus) is
a delightful little daisy that flowers throughout
the summer and well into the autumn. It was
introduced into Britain in the 1830s from
Mexico and now grows wild on hot, sunny
walls, cliffs and between paving stones across
the south of England. It is distinguished by its
dark pink buds and newly opening flowers
which later become white. Establish it in your
own garden if only for the bees. Begin by
mixing some of the fluffy fruits with a little
dry, well-crumbled soil, dampened to a paste
and pressed into chinks between stones. Next
year it will bloom for months and can be used
to make an essence to balance your energies
and help you cope with grief or any kind of
loss.

Books and Book Reviews

Taken from the Back Cover

Why did the Babylonians, Greeks and early
Celts survey their kingdoms to locate the
centre or “navel”? What was the importance of
the Axis Mundi and its historical association
with the cult of the goddess and the oracle?
Did these centres have a secret hidden power
used to increase the healing potential within
the land and the well-being of it’s people?
The authors of the highly acclaimed “The
Spine of Albion” set out on an adventure to
explore the old tribal centres of Celtic Britain
and Ireland, and discovered important man
made and natural features such as mounds,
stone monuments, sacred wells, hills,
mountains and trees revered as places that
connect the upper and lower worlds, linking
heaven and earth.
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“The Power of Centre” reveals a wealth of new
information about these sites, including preChristian earth and sky goddess worship,
seasonal kingship ceremonies linked to the
fertility of the land, major crossroads of
ancient trackways aligned to the cardinal
points, and hidden pathways of earth energy
called dragon force.

I Am Ever Waiting
There is nowhere I cannot come to Be,
And so you can just as well see Me here.
Know I am near, on that misty hill
Shepherding my sheep in the early morn,

This book is self-published at;

Never far I too wait for you

Sacred Lands Publishing £17.95 and can be
ordered through the website –
www.belinusline.com

To know I Am here, near.
Trust, feel my Presence in your heart,

Review
And in your mind, come forward
Do the authors live up to the wording on the
back cover of the book? Yes, they do.

Into the rosy dawn, and stillness of the day.

Having read their previous book, “The Spine
Of Albion,” I knew that I was in for a treat. My
two favourite subjects are energy and ancient
history.

I Am ever waiting.
Jeshua
(Transcribed © Geraldine Sherborne)

In the book there is great attention put into the
research, and they are second to none. It was
great to travel with them through; Ireland,
Scotland, Wales, Cornwall, England, Isle of
Man, and share their experiences and
knowledge.

AN INNER WORLD WARNING
We are indeed disturbed by humanities
actions, one against the other with such
mindlessness. You seem to be unaware of the
negativity and human cost your actions are
causing to your physical world on so many
energy levels, triggering further disasters of
the material, earthly kind.

I found it a page turner, in wanting to know
more, and I did come across many things that I
did not know before.
This book can be totally recommended for
those interested in the subject matter,
although it can have your head whirling at
times.

Nature cannot support these continual
aberrations without fighting back in survival
mode, using her weather systems in defence as
the only mechanism available to her. She has
not been recognised as a living breathing
Entity, as yourselves, except by the ancient
indigenous tribes that are fast being evicted
from their forest homelands by greedy,
uncaring, multinational corporations, who fail
to see the result of their extreme folly.

This is one of the major books on energy
published this year.

Creative Corner

Your ignorance continues unabated by the
many divided people within different nations,
causing the innocent to suffer and die, by
misguided warmongering elites, who abuse
humanity for their own ends as pawns.
Your resources are fast dwindling through
these many actions, and you will be unable to
meet the demands of the growing populations,
who are beginning to fathom the discrepancies
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and lies used as covers for the inadequacies
governing the world stage. It is an old story,
using wars to cull populations, to keep
producing munitions for profit.

Music of the Spheres
Jill Mattson
Ancient people attuned to the
harmonies of nature. Since God
created nature, ancient people attuned
to the harmonies, rhythms and
melodies of nature - literally. For
example, they had no artificial
timekeepers, such as clocks, but lived
in sync with nature's rhythmic
patterns. They watched the patterns of
stars moving in the sky, compared
them to shapes, reduced them to
numbers and used the numbers to
create frequencies and rhythms. This
was a method of drawing near to God.

However we do see an effort by the sane few,
who desperately attempt to counteract the
dangers and folly being perpetrated by their
fellow beings, all knowing time is short for
world sustainability. Growth is no longer
needed, but awareness and wisdom are, before
your world’s demise becomes irreversible .
Many worlds have been where you are now.
They fell headlong into the same traps you are
facing, unable to halt the relentless fall into the
abyss of corruptibility, mindless of the
outcome, disbelieving the warnings of the
wise. We can only watch and wait, as we are
bound by the Cosmic law of non-interference,
and will only make ourselves known if our own
inner sanctum deep inside your earth is
disturbed to an extreme, as perhaps through
the folly of fracking, known to dry out earth
structure with great speed.

The poem below, which I love,
describes Mother Earth as one big
musical instrument!

The youth of your world are greatly influenced
by all these disturbances, and many are
turning away from the horror of such
devastation. YOUR SIXTH ROOT RACE has
now incarnated, and these wiser and more
peacefully inclined souls will gradually
permeate your cultures to halt the violence,
and cool down the divided issues taking place,
bringing a balanced status quo to all nations.

"The Music of the Spheres
A harmonious universe is like a harp.
Its rhythms are the equal repeated
seasons,

We are a very advanced Nation both
technically and spiritually, and have no wish to
interfere with your processes, no matter how
misguided we feel them to be. So wake up now,
become responsible, and revise all your past
data. Look forward to a more enlightened
sustainable future, where mankind can thrive
in the best possible way, it will be hard for
sometime, but the benefits huge not least to
your Earth, a living breathing Entity of great
beauty. Love and Enjoy her, and listen to her
needs, Unconditional Love is an Evolutional
Energy, draw on it!

The beating of a heart,
The going and returning of migratory
birds,
The cycles of stars and corn,
The mimosa that unfolds by day and
folds up by night,
The rhythms of moon and tide,
And apples that ripens and falls.

©Transcribed by Geraldine Sherborne
28.11.2016
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E mails to the Editor

Melody, accord, arpeggios are the harp
of the universe.
Unity behind apparent multiplicity
that is the music."

One of our beloved readers added to
this poem!
URGENT PUPPY ANNOUNCEMENT
Fearless Puppy very much appreciates
your friendship--and needs one final bit of
help. We are beginning the concentrated
marketing phase that has been ten years
in preparation. It all starts right here with
you. Please forward this one-page book
announcement through your friends,
contacts, and connections at your various
social networks. We have enjoyed a lot of
media coverage in the US and are
sprouting partnerships in Europe, but this
"homie crew"contact to potential readers
through social media is really the makeor-break foundation of all the effort that
will follow. Just a little bit of your time can
accomplish massive things. Please help.
Thank you very much.
*ALL AUTHOR PROFITS SPONSOR
WISDOM TEACHERS AND THEIR EFFORTS
*SEE THE MANY 5* REVIEWS FOR BOTH
BOOKS AT AMAZON!
“Once you accept the universe as being
something expanding into an infinite
nothing which is something, wearing
stripes with plaid is easy.” Albert Einstein
Reincarnation Through Common Sense is
a book of stripes and plaid in the most
entertaining sense of Einstein’s words.
Westerners have written many books
about living in Asian temples. None are
like this true story.
The rural Buddhist Monks and Nuns of a
forest temple in Asia adopt a very
troubled soul from Brooklyn, New York.
He can’t speak the language. No one there
speaks English. He is penniless, has no

"Sharing our own inner lining...
Is a delight we all may partake.
As our hearts beat in rhythm
together...
The heavens also know what's at stake.
And the truths of our purpose is
given...
To all eyes that desire to see...
May God's light guide us all on our
journey....
To remembering what we all used to
be...."

Let us be one with Heaven & Earth!

If you are creative, we’d love to display your
work here, whether artistic, poetic,
photographic, short story etc.etc
Contact suzannemthomas48@gmail.com
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intention of studying spiritual discipline,
and is amusingly psychotic. He writes to
future readers in order to tame his comic
insanity. This is not a book by a theology
student! The author is nonetheless given
access to the ancient roots and spiritual
wings of the Wisdom Teachers who have
rescued him. He redefines life and reports
the details in a manner so intimate and
natural that you’ll think you are having
coffee on a bar stool in the temple with
him. You may laugh your butt off on the
way to Nirvana! (You may also say
"Ouch!" a few times.)
Magic is redefined as objective reality and
common sense. Spirit is presented as a
functional friend, without the fairy dust.
Moods run from adventurous psychosis
through enlightened bliss as writing styles
run through ancient prose to the most
erudite modern internal rhyme (hip
hop/rap). The main character’s life runs
through death and into reincarnation
without ever leaving his body—and he
describes this process to us in living color.
This down to earth treatment gives a clear
view in simple terms of truths that we
more often find fossilized within
concretized symbols beneath rusting
metaphor. For an experience unique in
comedic drama, spirituality, adventure,
and sheer creativity, start reading
Reincarnation Through Common Sense
from the beginning.
www.fearlesspuppy.info
Fearless Puppy on American Road
This amazing (mostly) true story reads like
a fantasy. Fearless Puppy is a
transfictional self help book. It is both
comedic and dramatic—a butt kicking,
page-turning wild ride of an adventure
story that makes deep spiritual
impressions.
Within this book you will meet several
saintly Tibetan Lamas. You will also meet a
man who is his own uncle, specialists in

smoke, mirrors, and invisibility, spirited
sex, oxygen orgasms, heavenly Hell’s
Angels, phony preachers, domestic
violence/domestic solutions, racist killers
in America, Canadian race wars, Native
American wise men, some Christian ethics
and Jewish ritual, angelic witches,
benevolent heroin addicts, magical birds,
an all-lesbian band playing a rock concert
for the deaf, the musician raised by multiethnic golden hearted prostitutes, martial
artists battling neo-Nazis, the modern day
Robin Hood, and many other strangely
wonderful people.
Buckle your seat belt tightly, take a deep
breath, and enjoy the ride. Fearless Puppy
runs on rocket fuel!
*Please forward this through your contact
and friend lists, and to anyone you think
might be interested. Help us raise funds to
sponsor Wisdom Professionals. Your help
is important! Thank you.
www.fearlesspuppy.info

If you would like to send in your own
thoughts, experiences, images or
comments.
suzannemthomas48@gmail.com
My aim is to build a healthy spiritual
network, with no boundaries, there is
no need to feel alone, no matter where
you are physically in the world, all are
free to share, if you wish.
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I am truly grateful to all who promote
the Fountain International Magazine
and or Newsletter.

Be a part of this spiritual
project. Get involved.

Photo © Suzanne Thomas

It’s time to get moving

Finally
We are very small. But
we are profoundly
capable of very very big
things.
Stephen Hawking
1942-2018
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